Optix Image Cleanup

When the image that has been scanned is "skewed" (not straight), or there are spots or lines that limit the viewing of the image, an "image cleanup" may help make the image more viewable. Optix workstation contains the "tools" to help cleanup the image and make it more presentable.

With an image open click on the Image command on the top Menu then select Filters & Transforms.

This is where the image cleanup tools are stored.

**Recommended image cleanup tools are:**

- **Automatic Deskew:** This function straightens the document in storage, it can only be used with black and white scanning. When you close the document the changes will need to be saved.
- **Manual Deskew:** This function straightens the document in storage, it can only be used with color or grayscale scanning.
- **Change Image Settings:** This function allows the image size to be adjusted.
- **Flip Horizontal:** This function flips the document horizontally.
- **Flip Vertical:** This function flips the document vertically.
- **Invert:** This function inverts the image.
- **Remove noise:** This function removes spots/speckles on image.
- **Erase Borders:** This function removes the outside border of the document.

*Note:* Caution should be used when using the Erase Borders function as critical data may be cut off.